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1 Introduction  
 
z/OS performance analysts love numbers, the more they have the better it is. The reason is that 
numbers allow us to clearly understand an issue in all its detail. 

Managers, on the other hand, are ardent supporters of Napoleon’s quote: “Un bon croquis vaut 
mieux qu'un long discours” (A good sketch is better than a long speech). Like Napoleon, they love 
graphs; they leave the tactics (the detailed analysis) to their generals. 

How to reconcile these different attitudes? 

As my ancestors used to say: “Ubi maior minor cessat”; so performance analysts have to spend part 
of their time transforming their much loved numbers into graphs when they have to discuss or 
report something to their managers. 

Preparing graphs on z/OS is possible but it requires specific tools which are normally expensive, not 
easy to use and produce low quality results. This is the reason why most of z/OS sites produce their 
graphs and reports using MS-Excel. 

However producing MS-Excel graphs starting from z/OS data is not really straightforward; it 
requires a process which is mostly manual and time intensive. 

In this paper we show how to save a lot of time and effort by exploiting EPV HTML pages and DBs 
to produce MS-Excel graphs and reports in a single mouse click. 

2 Feeding MS-Excel with “old style” tools 
 
In z/OS most performance information is recorded in SMF data. The tools that are available can 
produce reports by directly reading it (e.g. IBM RMF) or collect data into a DB (e.g. IBM TDS) and 
then produce reports by running queries. 
Whatever method you use, if you want to produce graphs and reports with MS-Excel you have to:  
 

1. Prepare the base report; 
2. Manipulate the report to put it in a format which is suitable to be loaded into MS-Excel; 
3. FTP the report produced to Windows; 
4. Load the report into MS-Excel;  
5. Prepare the required graphs and reports. 

 
The main issues of this kind of process are: 

- the steps have to be performed on different platforms; 
- most of the work is done manually; 
- it is time consuming work. 
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When using this approach, the result is normally that someone (the “reports Master”) in the IT 
department works full-time to produce graphs and reports. A negative side effect is that he very 
quickly becomes a bottleneck so at least one other person has to dedicate part of his time to be able 
to substitute for him when he is ill or on vacation. 
 
We think that in times of shrinking budgets (and staff) this should be considered a luxury to avoid. 

3 Exploiting the EPV HTML pages 
 
EPV products provide a very simple and effective way to export data to MS-Excel and produce high 
quality graphs and reports: the base and advanced export functions.  
 
We will show how to exploit these functions by using an example based on one of the most 
important EPV for z/OS views but the same concepts apply to any other EPV product and view1. 
 
3.1  Base export function 
 
The Address Spaces MIPS view shows the CPU consumptions hourly profile (in MIPS) of all the 
address spaces running in the system2.  
 

 
Figure 1 

 
By clicking the MS-Excel icon in the view header we get the result shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 A “view” is an EPV report presented in an HTML page. 
2 Address spaces can be aggregated under OTHER if their consumptions are below a customizable threshold. 
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Figure 2 

 
A new MS-Excel file is created and all the view data is copied to it in just a couple of seconds. 
Now by exploiting the power of pivot tables we can easily create a report like the one in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3 

 
The red circle highlights the pivot filter we can use to choose the address space we want to analyze. 
In this example we focused on the BETA92 address space. 
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Figure 4 

 
By using the pivot filtering we can easily switch to another address space. We are now focusing on 
the CATALOG. The result is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5 
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As you can see, producing a graph for any address space takes just a matter of seconds.  
 
We can improve our graph a little bit by adding a legend with the address space name and putting a 
title showing system and date (the one in this example is automatically taken from the view header 
located in the first cell of the sheet created at export as shown in Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 6 

 
3.2  Advanced export function 
 
Once the MS-Excel pivot and graph have been created, as above, it would be nice if we could use 
them to analyse the address spaces of any day and system without the need of any additional 
manipulation. 
This is exactly the goal of the advanced export function. 
 
When the MS-Excel icon is clicked, EPV performs the following actions: 

- it checks if there is a Windows environment variable named EPVXCL which contains a 
valid path; if not it runs the base export function;  

- it uses that path to point to a folder and search for a MS-Excel file3 which has the same 
name as the view you are exporting4; if not it runs the base export function; 

- it opens that file and copies the view data to the first sheet; this is the first step of the 
advanced export function; 

- it checks if a macro named EPVEXEC exists; if yes, it runs the macro; this is the second and 
last step of the advanced export function. 

                                                 
3 The xlsm,  xlsx and xls extensions are searched in this order. 
4 Each EPV view has an associated standard name; this is the name associated with the first sheet when the base export 
function is used (see Figure 2). 
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So to re-use the graphs and reports of our example we have to: 

- save the MS-Excel file as MWSYSASMI.xls in a folder (e.g. EPV EXCEL); 
- set a Windows environment variable named EPVXCL pointing to that folder. 

 
To set the variable we have to follow this path: 

 Control panel  System  Advanced settings  Environment variables 
 
 

 
Figure 7 

 
 
Now MWSYSASMI.xls can be used to analyse address spaces CPU consumption on any day and 
system. 
As you can see in Figure 8, we chose the TEST system on the 5th of March.  
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Figure 8 

 
By clicking the MS-Excel icon the MWSYSASMI.xls file is opened and the new data is copied to 
the first sheet.  
 

 
Figure 9 
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To refresh the pivot data and graph automatically we also created a simple EPVEXEC macro inside 
MSYSASMI.xls: 
 
Sub EPVEXEC() 
' 
' EPVEXEC Macro 
' 
    ActiveSheet.PivotTables("Tabella_pivot1").PivotSelect "", xlDataAndLabel, True 
    ActiveSheet.PivotTables("Tabella_pivot1").PivotCache.Refresh 
End Sub  

 
 
 

How to produce Excel graphs and reports by exploiting the EPV DBs will be discussed in the 
second part of this paper. 

 


